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Abstract: This paper focused on the African American women sufferings by their own African American 

Linden Hills (1985), deals the male oppression and masculinity on their own African American women. 
Gloria Naylor is a famous African American women writer in fiction. Black women must be the live-in 
domestic life and working force by the society. African American culture tied up in principles of the 
racial superior consequences of their own sexism. African American men who cannot full fill their 
dreams in American society, their suppression shown on their own wives, sisters, mothers and 
daughters. Alice walker discusses the problem of men and women relationship in the case of The Third 
Life of Grange Copeland. And Gloria Naylor also depicts the man power on women in the Linden Hills. 
African American community discussed on the discrimination, manhood, racism, sexism, classism, 
patience, love, affection which plague a community so extensively trying to be tolerable in the larger 
African American black community. The paper proceeds through these male characters and the readers 
discover resolution for male liberation from emasculation. 

 
Introduction: African American society significance is the embracing the burdens of black people past. 
It is the enduring to maintain on a full measure of integrity in every features of American life. African 
American women were facing the discrimination and challenges of their society and their own life. 
African American voices have been observed and wrote about the whiteness for centuries, out of 
requirements, but also with mostly ignored perceptions. African American Community has focused on 
the topics of discrimination, separation, and further appearances of deprivation. There has constantly 
been some identification of class diversity within the black community. According to the review of Civil 
Rights Act in 1964 emphasizes the increase of the middle- he 
race and class in the lives of middle-class blacks. In the famous novels such as The Living 
Is Easy (1948), Brown Girl, Brownstones (1959), and  Linden Hills (1985).  
 
By representing upward mobility during the accomplishment of houses in neighborhoods connected 
with social and economic success of hermeneutics concerning the mechanism of whiteness. One of the 
famous novels The Bluest Eye written by Toni Morrison had already established well-known credit for 

identity, The Bluest Eye express that twentieth-century whiteness purpose as an indirect, unspoken 
process that incompletely organizes the perception of Linden Hills express 

mindsets of the society. 
 
In The Women of Brewster Place, Naylor focused on the female characters. In her second novel Linden 
Hills she had focused on the male characters and female characters. Linden Hills has an extreme more 

work in which practically marginal to representation. As Charles E. Wilson, Jr. talk about in his book, 
Gloria Naylor: A Critical Companion, in Linden Hills, Naylor "explores questions about the black middle 
class and critiques the misguided value system of that community" (64)2.  
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Linden Hills, she takes seven sections an opening chapter and six days of the week before 
Christmas days. Linden Hills is strongly observing African American identities of race, class, and as well 
as gender. Linden Hills is a wealthy black community it proved that; middle-class families also struggle 
for survives. Middle-class blacks live in the First Crescent Drive to Fifth Crescent Drive and upper-
middle-class blacks only lives in the Tupelo Drive. Willie and Lester are two young poets, and there are 
protagonists in the novel. Lester and Willie want to earn money for Christmas gifts, by doing odd jobs. 
Each day their journey starts through the hillside. There they observe black women encounters, 
exploitation, suicide, death, hypocrisy and treachery. Linden Hills is a story about wandering around the 
difficulties of Lester and Willie. The poets struggle and pique about the people, who are living in the 

that suspend the describing of the occurrences of Lester and Willie during this week, in interests the 
text that suspended. The novel opens that the voice of Grandma Tilson; 

 
s hell on earth. 

I mean the real hell where you go when you die.  
 

No? 
Uh wh, you just gotta sell that silver mirror God 
propped up in your soul. 
Sell it to who-the devil? 
Naw, just to the highest bidder, child. The  
highest bidder. (Preface).3 

 
The meaning of words silver mirror is refers to the unique part that makes you. The highest bidder is 
referring to Luther Nedeed (the devil). 
 
In Linden Hills ad of spit a beautiful, 

obtains a state agreement for the new Tupelo Realty business required to finance and construct 
confidential improvements. The p
through his soulless exploitation of others, especially his wife Willa, whose profound suffering offer the 
primary maternal description and crucial representation in Linden Hills. Luther Nedeed is mysterious 
and devil of throughout this novel. Luther Nedeed son named also Luther, who looks exactly like Luther 
Nedeed, each later generation name also Luther. Otherwise, each generation marries a light skinned 
woman. The economical grade of the 
of the new comfortable houses to located on the lower streets. Naylor successfully proves that middle-
class blacks mostly suffer in expressions of class rather than race that Naylor examine during the novel 
with symbolism of whiteness that indicate in expressions of additional categories than just race. Linden 
Hills is ruled by Luther who was ruled from generations ago. The two characters are Lester and Willie 
start to see that the deeper obtain into Linden Hills the sadder the citizens become. In Linden Hills 
tenants are very rich but they are not happy. Citizens of Linden Hills are identical to scarify their own 
morals for wealth.  
 
Linden Hills has divided into individual landmarks and road Inferno hell. Linden Hills has 

Linden Hills 
is reveals to the residents of who loss their moral values and ethical sensibility. Naylor represents to the 
black Americans, who have accomplished their dignity, self-respect, position and power but they are loss 
of their heart and soul. Luther seeks of t

-
ylor, 

Linden Hills 12)5.  
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During the 1820 to the early 1980s African American black community would prove to develop not only 
white America and also to black America. Though the community accompaniments for numerous 
generations, an eventually bear once its residents must depart the community in arrange to earn living. 
Luther selection of black people is too based on materials. When Linden Hills residents pierce the white 
humanity to labor, to trade, and consequently to describe themselves; they lose their imaginative 
principle for sustaining their individual community. Gloria Naylor focusing on that situation, the novel 
deals middle-and upper middle-black community. In this figurative warning about the property on 
African American middle-class of the substance selfishness of a superior, and more superior white 
America, Naylor exposes the present Nedeed as capable to observe that an identifying a require for a 
separate place for their black society. Nedeed intimates had acknowledged the white origin of freedom 
itself as worthlessness to be obsessed: 

His dead fathers [had] looked at the earth, the sea, and the sky, Luther thought sadly, and 
mistook those who were owned by it as the owners. They looked only at the products and 
thought they saw God - they should have looked at the process. . . . [W]hen men begin to claw 
men for the rights to a vacuum that stretches into eternity, then it becomes so painfully clear 
that the omnipresent, omnipotent, Almighty Divine is simply the will to possess. . . . His 
fathers had made a fatal mistake: they had given Linden Hills the will to possess and so had 
lost it to the very god they sought to defy. (16-17)6 

 
Martin Delany focused on communal for occurrence, as one of the first spectators to distinguish the 
incident of internalized racism. Martin Delany written call for black migration to an anticipated black 
American state in Africa, Delany also acknowledged the persistent whiteness of America: 

Caste [si(' our eyes about us and reflect for a moment, and what do we behold! [E]very thing 
that presents to view gives evidence of the skill of the white man. Should we purchase a pound 
of groceries, a yard of linen, a vessel of crockery ware, a piece of furniture, the very provisions 
that we eat, - all, all are the products of the white man. (qtd. in Takaki 128)7. 

 
The Linden Hills is a social world, including its firm stratifications, false values, and immobility impact of 
residents. It has mainly focused on the patriarchal part of the novel, and among the maternal essentials 
of the content considered into that discussion. Certainly, patriarchal history and customs apparently 
control the novel and establish its vital arguments. Naylor creates a grateful maternal suggestion that 
purposes in resistance to these forces. Where as Linden Hills portrays women resistance, and also it 
reveals orderly removed of females that finally convey behind the house of Nedeed. In this, organization 
in the production, with Willa creature the ultimate authority, who precise retributions on behalf of 
herself and previous Nedeed wives, who survived shadow endurance as well. Now Linden Hills attracts 

ent, particularly the body and voice of the 

novel. Naylor describes the feminism as considering in social, economic and political equality for all 
human beings. Gloria Naylor believes that feminism is a political term, cultural term and a humanist 

Who likes designation to live in the Linden Hills and who wishes to live materialize society, and they 
payable too cost of rents, for the living in Linden Hills. 

was a picture of Satan. 
 
Willie and Lester meet their old friend Ruth, who is a married woman with Norman. Norman is a hard 
worker, but he is suffering with mental disease. Norman and Ruth are financially impoverished as are 
Lester and Willie. Their appearance in the novel helps as keen difference to the other minor characters 
that Willie and Lester will encounter. Willie and Lester wonder the Linden Hills circles and do odd jobs, 
they earn some money for buy some Christmas gifts. Willie and Lester are joined jobs as busboys, in the 
wedding of Winston Alcott. He selects his life and career in Linden Hills; he lives at Second Crescent 
Drive, and friend of a David. Willie and Lester spend their time on this occasion. David is an eight years 
friend of Winston Alcott. Alcott father sent some pictures of David and Winston. These pictures show 
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the allegation were more than friends, and they got one rumor that is they are homosexuals. So, 
Winston accepts to a doomed marriage with a woman, not for love he wants to try to escapes this 
comment. Winston Alcott is a successful middle-aged lawyer. He truly loves behind with David, he 

to do is finally to try and start making yourself. Make yourself happy with that girl-please, do that. 

Winston spoils his wife life, because he was a gay. Lester and Willie feel surprised because it is a very big 
party, many blacks and whites are attending this function. 
 
Xavier Donnell also attends for this function. Lester becomes frustrated when he saw Xavier. Lester 
observes his attitude in the marriage. Willie tries to stop Lester do not meet Xavier. Xavier Donnell was 
fell in love with a young black woman Roxanne, who is a sister of Lester. Lester and Willie successfully 
complete their first day of odd job. 
 
The next day (December 22nd) Willie and Lester are go to the Fourth Crescent Driv

level of Linden Hills
Lester and Willie. Chester wishes to, there are no signs to left in the room of his wife Lycentia. Willie 
thinks, this is the symbol of next wife comes soon, after Lycentia buried. 
 
Lester and Willie start their next job, is removing the snow at Laurel house. Willie smiles suddenly when 

words, they continue their works. Luther asked them for help to orderly cut the Christmas tree, Willie 
accepts this proposal. They continue to complete their final work. Once they heard a big scream a 

look at an old woman, her name is Roberta Johnson. She is a grandmother of Laurel, they listened to her 
echoing sound. Suddenly, they found a dead body at the empty pool. Laurel committed suicide; she 
wore a silver swimming suit; she dives at the bottom of the empty pool. They stunned when they saw a 
face of Laurel. She is a successful woman but she commits suicide; 

Perhaps, just once, if she had failed a  
course, missed a plane connection, or 

 
might have had time to think about  
who she was or what she really wanted, 
but it never happened (228). 

 
Laurel is a talented woman and she won a position at IBM. But she is not happy in her married life. 
Luther Nedeed is misguided her because Mr. Howard Dumont said him, that he will ready to gives her 
divorce. So, Mrs. Laurel will vacate the house after her divorce, because the land was leased by her 
husband. Once she gets divorce, she has no right to live the house. Laurel believes of his heart touching 
words and she commits suicide. Luther Nedeed is a cause of other woman death. Willa is a wife of 
Luther Nedeed, she also committed suicide by her husband irritating behavior. Willa is a dark color 
woman; she has a fair son. But Luther Nedeed is misconception of his wife behavior and he thinks that 
his son is bastard. So, he gives punishment of his son and wife, he locks his wife and son in the 
basement. He gives little food and water for them; his ill-treatment behavior is cause of his son deaths. 
Naylor emphasizes that the circumstances of African American society and women are facing the male 
authorities. Poor Willa lost her lovable child and she waits correct time for revenge on her husband. 
When Luther Nedeed invites her into house, she enters into the house along with his dead son. She 
observes everything in the house, his house is fully decorating with flowers, candles and Christmas tree. 
Willa screams and 

is house with her and her dead son. Willa burns his house 

death as self-sacrifice. He discusses that, 
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Willa is a female messiah for which he gives several po

December 25, which in Judeo-Christianity marks the birth/arrival-day of Jesus the Christ, 
the biblical messiah (121)8. 

Willa is a common woman, when Willa faced the problem with Nedeed she also recovers the strength 
for end to the Nedeed. Afro-American women are mistreated by their husbands, fathers, they also 
necessary to common bond sisterhood to against men rules. Finally, Naylor is successful, with her 
weapons are like sisterhood and motherhood. Finally, Willa wakes up with her sufficient agony and her 
self determination. Black women and black children are assaulted by their black husbands and fathers. 
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